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Question No. l is compulsory and answer any fwo from the rest 

Answer any ten questions from the folow ing 2 10 20 

find Vx F 

+A 

(b)aluate V (r'7) 

( Find the total work done in mov ing a partcle in a force ticld given by F= 3yi-5zj+ 10tk along =r +1, y = 2, =t 
the curve 

rom I=I to I= 2. 
g 1 (s F = 3xv -5:/ + 10xk <(s Ke =r -I, y 

= 2r,: =t 

(d) State Stoke's theorem in vector analysis. 

(c) Whal is neant by polarizaton ot dielectres? 

(1) State Ampere circuital law 

() State Faraday's law of electromagnetic nduction 

(h) What is Tesla' Write the relation between Tesla and Gaus. 
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(i) What do you mean by self inductance and write its dimension. 

()Detne magnetc vector potent al 

() Deline maynctie suNeptubilty and magnetie permeability ofa nagnetic material. 

() State maxuum power transter theorem. 

(m) What is Thevenin's theorem? 

Thevenin-u ni A 
(n) State Poynting vector theorem. 

(o) What is the significance of displacement current density'? 

2. (a) If 0(r. r. E)= . Show thatV0 dr = 0. 
O(r. V, :) =T. (7RT , Vo dr = 0. 

(b) The electric field of a region is given by A = 3xi +4yj - zk. Examine whether the electric field is conservative or not. 

(c) For a uniformly charged solid sphere plot the field intensity versus distance from the centre. 

2+1 
(d) Calculate the self-inductance of two long parallel wires. Hence, explain the principle of inductionless coil. 

3. (a) What is an electric dipole? Obtain an expression for the electric field at a point 1+3 (r, 0) in free space due to an electric dipole. 

(b) The electric field in a certain region is given as E = Ar°r. Prove that charge contained within a spherical surface of radius a centered at the origin is 4Te,Aa. 

(c) Calculate the capacitance ofa co-axial cylindrical capacitor 
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4. (a) State Biot-Savart law. Using this law find the magnetic ficld at any axial point for 1+3 circular current carrying conductor. 

(b) Show that V B = 0 where B is magnetic induction vector. 3 

(C) An electron of charge e is rotating 6.8 x 10 times/sec around the nucleus in a 
circular orbit of radius 5.1x10 m. Find the magnetic field B at the position of 
the nucleus 

5. (a) Write down Maxwell's electromagnetic field equations. Explain the physical 
significance of each. 

(b) Starting from Maxwell's equation drive the equations for the electromagnetic 
waves in free space. 

(c) Hence show that electric field vector, magnetic field vector and propagation 
vector are all mutually perpendicular to each other. 

N.B. Students have to complete submission of their Ansner Scripts thrvugh E-mail W'hatsapp 
to their own respective colleges on the sanme day / date of examination within I hour after end of 
eram. University / College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission (at in 
proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the sanme answer 

SCIpt. 
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